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ABSTRACT
Color image segmentation is a very emerging topic in current image processing research. An optimal
technique for the same is always sought by the researchers of this field. In this paper, an efficient approach
for color image segmentation is proposed. Here, the input color image is first converted from RGB to HSV
color space. The V channel of the HSV converted image is extracted and normalized between 0 and 1. Then
this normalized V channel is sent as input to Fuzzy C Means (FCM) algorithm. The fuzzy segmented image
is then thresholded with Otsu’s method. The thresholded image is then filtered by sobel filter and sent as
input to the Meyer’s watershed algorithm. This produces the final segmented image of the original color
image. The proposed approach is found very efficient after analyzing and comparing the results with
previously existed watershed algorithm in terms of the MSE and PSNR values.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Image segmentation is the process of partitioning an image into uniform and non overlapping
regions so that meaningful information can be extracted from the segmented image [1]. These
regions are known as segments. The union of any two neighboring segments yields a
heterogeneous segment. Homogeneity of the segmented regions is determined with respect to the
factors like color, texture, motion etc. Image segmentation results a set of segments that
collectively cover the entire image, or a set of contours extracted from the image [2]. Since image
may be gray scale or color, so image segmentation may be either gray scale or color depending
on the type of the image. But color image segmentation has sometimes offered more benefits than
gray scale segmentation because our human eyes are more adjustable to brightness, so, can
identify thousands of color at any point of a complex image, while only a dozens of gray scale are
possible to be identified at the same time[3]. Image segmentation methods can be broadly
classified into seven groups [4]: (1) Histogram thresholding, (2) Clustering (Soft and Hard), (3)
Region growing, region splitting and merging, (4) Edge-based, (5) Physical model based, (6)
Fuzzy approaches, and (7) Neural network and GA (Genetic algorithm) based approaches. In this
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paper, we attempt to combine the powers of fuzzy clustering with region growing method. There
exists a number of fuzzy clustering methods for image segmentation [5], but we choose
FCM(Fuzzy C Means) for our proposed approach. Mayer’s watershed algorithm is one of the
famous region growing methods for image segmentation task. We have chosen this classical
algorithm for our approach. But watershed algorithm suffers from over segmentation problem.
So, a proper preprocessing is required before applying this algorithm. FCM, Otsu’s Thresolding
Method and Sobel filter perform this task of preprocessing. Also, choosing a proper color space is
utmost necessary for color image segmentation [6]. We have chosen HSV for our task. First,
RGB image is converted to HSV one and V channel is extracted from the HSV image. The V
channel is normalized between 0 and 1. The normalized image is then sent as input to the FCM
algorithm. The output image of the FCM algorithm is thresholded with Otsus’s global
thresholding method. The thresholded image is then filtered with Sobel filter. Finally, this filtered
image is segmented with Watershed method and thereby we get the final segmented image of our
input color image.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the review of literature in this field. In
Section 3, flowchart of the proposed method can be found. Then, the topics concerned with the
proposed approach: HSV Color Space, Image Normalization, FCM, Otsu’s Thresholding, Sobel
Filter and Watershed Algorithm are discussed in the sections 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 respectively.
Experiments and results are presented in the Section 10. Finally, in the Section 11, conclusion
and future enhancement is given.

2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
In [7], the author proposed an image segmentation method that showed the use of fuzzy c-means
clustering in image segmentation. This method is based on a basic region growing method and
uses membership grades’ of pixels to classify pixels into appropriate segments. Images were in
RGB color space, as feature space was used L*u*v* color space. Results of the experiments
showed that the method is very efficient in dealing with color image segmentation but one of the
demands was not reached that was the demand of simplifying borders.
In [8], the authors proposed a new fuzzy c means algorithm that relies on a new efficient cluster
center initialization and color quantization allowing faster and more accurate convergence such
that it is suitable to segment very large color images. The experiments on real images proved the
efficiency of the algorithm in terms of both accuracy and computation time.
In [9], the authors proposed an approach where the segmentation of various color spaces such as
RGB,HSV, YIQ and XYZ are combined to give more accurate segmentation result compared to
segmentation of single color space. K-Means and Effective robust kernelized fuzzy cmeans(ERKFCM) are used to segment the images. MSE and PSNR are used to evaluate the
performance.
In [10], the authors proposed a color image segmentation method based on the combination of
watershed algorithm with seed region growing algorithm. Here, watershed method is used to
initialize the segmentation.
In [11], the authors presented an improved watershed image segmentation method, where, firstly,
the morphological opening/closing reconstruction filter is applied to remove the image noise and
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secondly, multi-scale structure elements are used to calculate morphological gradient. Also, the
morphological gradient is modified by viscous morphological operators to remove the most
irregular minimums. The region merging method based on neighbor regions edge value is applied
after standard watershed transform to improve the segmentation result. Experiments showed that
the method is effectively avoiding the over segmentation problem of watershed and also
preserves the positions of regional contours.
In [12], a new approach for clustering based color image segmentation is proposed where KMeans algorithm is integrated with watershed algorithm. Also cosine distance measure is used in
K-Means algorithm. The color space chosen is HSV. A post processing with median filter is done
to remove the noises that might come during the segmentation process. The approach is found to
produce satisfactory segmentation results.
In [13], the authors proposed an improved fast watershed algorithm. The algorithm is fast in the
sense that it scans the image only twice, one for generating connected components and other for
labelling the catchment basins. The experimental results show that proposed algorithm produces
expected results twice faster than existing algorithm.
In [14], a modified version of watershed algorithm is presented where an adaptive masking and a
threshold mechanism are used over each color channel to overcome the over segmentation
problem of watershed algorithm, before combining the segmentation from each channel to the
final one. The approach is enhancing the segmentation result and also result is found more
accurate as per the obtained values of image quality assessment metrics such as PSNR, MSE and
Color Image Quality Measure (CQM) based on reversible YUV color transformation.
In [15], the authors presented a new method for image segmentation based on watershed
transformation using mathematical morphology. To avoid over segmentation, the topological
gradient method is adopted. The results obtained are found very efficient.

3. FLOWCHART OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH
The flowchart of the proposed approach is shown below:

Figure 1.Flowchart of the Proposed Approach
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4. HSV COLOR SPACE
In color image processing research, HSV is a frequently chosen color space [6]. This color space
can be represented by a hexacone in three dimensions with a central vertical axis that represents
the intensity. A diagrammatic view of the HSV Color space can be found in [16]:

Figure 2.HSV Color Space

In HSV, ‘H’ stands for ‘Hue’. ‘Hue’ is an angle in the range [0,2π] relative to the red axis with
red at angle 0, green at 2π/3, blue at 4π/3 and red again at 2π [17]. ‘S’ stands for ‘Saturation’,
which describes how pure the hue is with respect to a white reference. Saturation can be thought
of as the depth or purity of color and is measured as a radial distance from the central axis with
values between 0 at the center to 1 at the outer surface. When S=0 and one moves higher along
the intensity axis then it goes from black to white through various shades of gray. Again, for a
given intensity and hue, if the saturation is changed from 0 to 1, the perceived color changes from
a shade of gray to the most pure form of the color represented by its hue. ‘V’ stands for ‘Value’
which is a percentage that goes from 0 to 100. This range (from 0 to 100) can be thought as the
amount of light illuminating a color. For example, when the hue is red and the value is high, the
color looks bright. Again, if the value is low it looks dark [17].

5. IMAGE NORMALIZATION
By ‘normalization’, we usually mean a pre processing stage to find out a new range from an
existing one stage [18]. In image processing, ‘image normalization’ is a process that changes the
ranges of pixel intensity values [19]. Normalization of image is done in order to bring the image
into a range that is more familiar or normal to the senses. This is some times also known as
“contrast stretching” or “histogram stretching” [20]. Image normalization is always chosen for
eliminating image variations (such as noise, illumination, or occlusion) that may arise during
image acquisition and are totally not relevant to object identity, thereby trying to obtain a
standard image with no artifacts [21]. In our proposed approach, the V channel of the HSV
converted image is normalized in the range 0 and 1 using the formula:
Normalized (V) = {V-min (V)}/ {max (V)-min (V)};
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Here V denotes the V channel, min(V) and max(V) denotes respectively the minimum and
maximum values of V, and Normalized(V) is the normalized output image obtained after the
mentioned normalization.

6. FCM ALGORITHM
FCM (Fuzzy C Means) is one of the famous data clustering technique wherein each data point
belongs to a cluster to some degree that is specified by a membership grade [22]. One of the
advantage of FCM is that it allows gradual memberships of data points to clusters measured as
degrees in [0,1] which in turn gives the flexibility to express that data points can belong to more
than one cluster. Here, the algorithm iteratively tries to minimize the cost function:
N

C

J m = ∑∑ uij m || xi − c j ||2
i =1 j =1 1≤ m <∞

In the above equation, m is any real number greater than 1, uij is the degree of membership of
pixel xi in the cluster j, ||*|| is any norm expressing the similarity between the concerned pixel and
the center, the parameter m controls the fuzziness of the partition[24]. Fuzzy partitioning is
carried out through an iterative optimization of the objective function shown above, with the
update of membership uij and the cluster centers cj by
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The iteration will stop if max ij {| uij

and 1, whereas k are the iteration steps. This procedure converges to a local minimum or a saddle
point of Jm . We have chosen the FCM as an initial segmentation algorithm in our approach.

7. OTSU’S THRESHOLDING METHOD
Otsu Thresholding Method is a global thresholding technique [25]. This was proposed by Scholar
Otsu in 1979. The method grants that an image to be thresholded consists of two groups of pixels
or bi-model histrogram(foreground and background) and then evaluates the optimum threshold
partitioning those two classes so that the intra-class variance is negligible. So, here we try to
reduce the weighted sum of the variances of the two classes:
 2w(t) = 1( ) 21() + 2() 22()
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Where, i are the probabilities of two class partitioned through a threshold t and 2i are the
discrepancies of these sets. Otsu proved that by minimizing the intra -class variances is same as
maximizing the inter-class variance as:
2() = 2 − 2()
= 1()2() [1() − 2() ] 2
-which is stated in terms of the class probabilities wi and the class mean i .
The class probability w1(t) will be calculated from the histogram as t :
w1(t) = ∑ ()
and ,
class mean, 1(t) = ∑ () ()
where () refers to the value of the center of I in histogram bin. Similarly, w2(t) and 2(t) can
be calculated for the histograms of bins bigger than t. The class probabilities and the class mean
can be calculated iteratively [25]. In our proposed,Otsu's method is chosen because of its
capability towards better threshold selection for general real world noisy images with regard to
uniformity and shape measures.

8. SOBEL FILTER
In edge detection algorithms, the Sobel filter (also, known as Sobel operator), named after Irwin
Sobel[27], is generally used to create an image by emphasizing edges and transitions of the
image. Sobel filter is a discrete differentiation operator which computes an approximation of the
gradient of the image intensity function. This computation is based on convolving the image with
a small, separable, and integer valued filter in horizontal and vertical direction and is therefore
relatively inexpensive in terms of computations [28]. Sobel filter is an orthogonal gradient
operator [29], where gradient corresponds to first derivative and gradient operator is a derivative
operator. Two kernels: Gx and Gy are involved for every image ; where Gx is estimating the
gradient in x-direction while Gy estimating the gradient in y-direction. Then the absolute
gradient magnitude will be given by:
|G| = √ (Gx2 + Gy2 )
Although, this value is often approximated with [28][29] :
|G| = |Gx|+|Gy|
We have chosen sobel operator because of its capacity of smoothing effect on the random noises
of an image[24]. The edge elements, being differentially separated by two rows and columns on
both sides, become enhanced which offer a very bright and thick look of the edges.
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9. WATERSHED TRANSFORMATION
Watershed transformation is a powerful mathematical morphological tool for image segmentation
task. The term “watershed”, in geography, means the ridge that divides areas drained by different
river systems. When an image is viewed as geological landscape, the watershed lines determine
boundaries which separate image regions. The watershed transform computes catchment basins
and ridgelines (also known as watershed lines), where catchment basins corresponding to image
regions and ridgelines relating to region boundaries [30]. A diagrammatic view of watershed
lines and catchment basins is [31]:

Figure 3.Watershed line and Catchment basins.

In our approach, we have chosen Meyer’s watershed algorithm. The basic steps involved in this
algorithm are [32]:
1. Add neighbors to priority queue, sorted by value.
2. Choose local minima as region seeds.
3. Take top priority pixel from queue
1. If all labeled neighbors have same label, assign to pixel
2. Add all non-marked neighbors
4. Repeat step 3 until finished.

10. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The proposed approach has been implemented in Matlab. Images for the experiments are
collected from Matlab demo images [33] and Berkeley Image Segmentation dataset [34]. The
performance is evaluated and compared in terms of two parameters MSE and PSNR whose brief
introductions are given below:
The MSE (Mean Squared Error)is the cumulative squared error between the compressed and the
original image, whereas PSNR(Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) is the peak error[35][36]. MSE can
be computed using the following formula [36] is:

′
MSE =∑
 ∑ (, ) −  (, )²
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where, I(x,y) is the original image, I'(x,y) is its noisy approximated version (which is actually the
decompressed image) and M,N are the dimensions of the images value for MSE implies lesser
error.
The formula for PSNR[36] is:
PSNR = 10log ( ²/!")
Where, MAXi is the maximum possible pixel value of the image. A higher value of PSNR is
always preferred as it implies the ratio of Signal to Noise will be higher. 'signal' here is the
original image, and the 'noise' is the error in reconstruction.
Experiments for Image 1:

Figure 4(i).Original Image (Image 1)

Figure 4(ii).HSV Converted Image

Figure 4(iii).V Channel
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Figure 4(iv).Normalized V Channel

Figure 4(v).Initial Segmentation by FCM

Figure 4(vi).After Applying Otsu’s Thresholding

Figure 4(vii).After Applying Sobel Filter
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Figure 4(viii).Final
Final Segmented Image after Applying Watershed Algorithm

Figure 5(i).MSE Comparison for the Image 1

Figure 5(ii). PSNR Comparison for the Image 1

Experiments for Image 2:

Figure 6(i). Original IImage (Image 2)
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Figure 6(ii). HSV Converted Image

Figure 6(iii). V Channel

Figure 6(iv). Normalized V Channel

Figure 6(v). Initial Segmentation by FCM
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Figure 6(vi). After Applying Otsu’s Thresholding

Figure 6(vii). After Applying Sobel Filter

Figure 6(viii). Final Segmented Image after Applying Watershed Algorithm

Figure 7(i).MSE Comparison for the Image 2.
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Figure 7(ii).PSNR Comparison for the Image 2

Experiments for the Image 3:

Figure 8(i).Original Image (Image 3)

Figure 8(ii).HSV Converted Image

Figure 8(iii).V Channel
27
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Figure 8(iv).Normalized V Channel

Figure 8(v). Initial Segmentation by FCM

Figure 8(vi).After Applying Otsu’s Thresholding

Figure 8(vii).After Applying Sobel Filter

Figure 8(viii).Final Segmented Image after Applying Watershed Algorithm
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Figure 9(i).MSE Comparison for the Image 3

Figure 9(ii).PSNR Comparison for the Image 3

Experiments for Image 4:

Figure 10(i).Original Image (Image 4)
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Figure 10(ii).HSV Converted Image

Figure 10(iii).V Channel

Figure 10(iv).Normalized V Channel

Figure 10(v).Initial Segmentation by FCM
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Figure 10(vi).
10(vi).After Applying Otsu’s Thresholding

Figure 10(vii).After Applying Sobel Filter

Figure 10(viii).Final
Final Segmented Image after Applying Watershed Algorithm

Figure 11(i).MSE Comparison for the Image 4
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Figure 11(ii).PSNR Comparison for the Image 4

The segmentation results of the proposed approach are free from ‘over segmentation’ problem
that generally occurs in case of watershed approach. A low MSE value and a high PSNR value
always signify good image segmentation. By observing the results obtained from the experiments
on all the images, it is found that our proposed approach for color image segmentation shows
show a
lower MSE
E value and higher PSNR value than that of watershed approach. So, the proposed
approach succeeds to produce
ce a better segmentation result
result.

11. CONCLUSION & FUTURE ENHANCEMENT
Today’s image segmentation research gives importance on color image segmentation because of
the latter’s capability to deal with enhancing the image analysis process in a very fine way. Also
humans’ eyes have tendency to recognize an object in color form m
more
ore accurately than the same
in gray one. But, as color image segmentation is an emerging topic in color image analysis
research so there is a requirement of an optimal technique for the same. In this paper we proposed
an efficient fuzzy based watershed ap
approach
proach for color image segmentation task. Here the
segmentation power of fcm is combined with the region based classical watershed algorithm. The
segmentation process is done on HSV color space by extracting the V channel of the HSV
converted image. Also, preprocessing of the input image to be segmented is given importance
here. For that normalization of the extracted V channel is done with respect to values between 0
and 1. Again after initial segmentation by fcm, we further refined the segmented image by Otsu’s
global thresholding and sobel filter. Finally, watershed algorithm produces the output segmented
image of the original color image.The result obtained is quite satisfactory after analyzing the
MSE and PSNR values. It also overcomes the common “over segmentation” problem of
watershed algorithm. In our future research, we will try to improve the performance of the
proposed approach further by critically examining the pre processing and post processing issues
that may further be considered with the same
same.
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